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TRUST!

When banks are confronted with the potential 
threat of international platform companies, they 
usually highlight one resources that they believe

will give them a competitive advantage



This makes a lot of sense because

The traditional banking model is built on trust

There is a growing skepticism of international platform 
companies, their business models and their treatment of 

user data



TRUST

Int. Platform Companies Banks

In line with this, surveys document that banks 
enjoy higher levels of trust 



But do banks really have a trust advantage if the two 
types of companies meet in a new segment? 

Are the trust accumulated by banks on the traditional 
banking business model transferrable to new settings?

Maybe not…
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Trust is multidimensional
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Ability Integrity Benevolence



Trust is often context-specific
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PSD2



Pre PSD2

Customers interact directly
with each bank



PSD2
Banks are required to enable third-party 
providers access account information for 
the purpose of aggregating account 
information or initiate payments

Customers can use one platform to 
access and manage all their accounts



Get the highest interest rate on 
savings / lowest interest rate on loans

Help manage subscription services, and 
get the best value for money

Savings advice + purchasing advice/help 
+ finance advice/help



Will I get un-
biased, trust-
worthy advice?

Do they have 
the necessary 
abilities to pull 
this off?

Will they 
misuse my 
data?



We built a mock-up of a fictional PSD2 bank-plattform



Three different versions

No name Bank Int. platform firm



No name Bank Int. platform

162 NHH STUDENTS RANDOMIZED TO THREE GROUPS
Only difference btwn groups is the firm behind the platform



What did we find?
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Findings

1. No significant differences in ability based trust between the groups on any of the 
services

2. Banks had significantly higher integrity based trust across all the services
3. Banks had significantly higher benevolence trust on the loan services, but no 

significant differences on services that are further from traditional banking
4. Trust matters for intention to use the services of our PSD2 platform (where 

ability and integrity were more important than benevolence)
5. Higher intention to use the bank-platform for the services that are closest to 

”traditional” banking services (but no differences for the service that was furthest 
away)
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vsPSD2

IMPLICATIONS?
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